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―The primal experience with 'absent breast'
SOBUE Norihito
The name of Wilfred R. Bion has been prevalent nowadays in the psychoanalytic commu-
nity. He was not necessarily evaluated enough in his life, but his fame has increased his
reputation since his death. His psychoanalitic theory ran to the extremely difficuit and
borrowed words and ideas a lot from philosophy and physics, and so he was placed rather
distant from analysts of his time.
The author wili discuss what is the central theme of Bion's psychoanalytic view of
human beings. However as he studied group therapy in the beginning of his research his-
tory and then did the individual therapy of psychosis and further proceeded epistemologi-
cal research of psychoanalysis and eventually reached the free thinking distinct from any
existing ideas, his ideas can not be discussed as a whole. In spite of this, the author thinks
Bion's ideas can be researched on the basis of the idea of the 'absent breast' theory.
Bion presented the idea in discussing the development of thinking. That is to say, he re-
lated skillfully 'absent' to the development of thinking and it became a central part of his
thinking theory. Not only the nanow meaning, the author thinks 'absent breast' is the 
I
central theme of his whole psychoanalytic view point.
At first the author will look briefly at his life and personality, and then discuss his early
ideas. We will understand how 'absent breast' takes a central role in his early ideas and
relates to his life. I
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